College Values
The college’s CLEAR values of Christlikeness, Learning, Excellence, Attitude and Respect are embedded in everything
that we do at MCC. These values form the core of what we are working to see develop and grow in ourselves.
Consistent and clear values guide the MCC behaviour education of student’s decision making and lifestyle choices to
develop the character and resilience you need to be able to fulfill your God given call in life.
C.

CHRISTLIKENESS - By Christ’s example:
I am prepared to serve others in love and care
I am considerate of the needs of others
I am patient, kind and gracious

L.

LEARNING
I am ready to learn
I am able to have all my required equipment
I am willing to do my work

E.

EXCELLENCE
I am trying my best with God’s help
I am able to demonstrate and develop my God given gifts and talents
I am in full and correct uniform

A.

ATTITUDE
I am positive in my approach to learning
I am determined to overcome obstacles with God’s help
I am prepared to work at relationships

R.

RESPECT
I am honouring God by considering the impact of my actions
I am able to appreciate others right to learn
I am able to follow the college staff directions

All students should commit to and demonstrate all of these values throughout their college life.

Our Code
These values should be seen in the standard of your conduct and also in your commitment to learning and assessment
tasks. When a prospective student signs the Statement of Support by Students in the Enrolment Contract they are
saying; as a student of Mackay Christian College, I agree to abide by the following Code of Conduct and all the other
rules expected of each enrolled student.
While enrolled at MCC, I agree to:
1.

I CAN CHOOSE TO RESPECT MY RIGHTS AND THE RIGHT OF OTHERS TO LEARN
Remain seated
Hand up and wait to speak
Use an inside voice in the classroom

2.

I CAN CHOOSE TO BE SAFE AND KEEP OTHERS SAFE
Keep hands and feet to myself
Respect the feelings of others
Follow staff directions straight away

3.

I CAN CHOOSE TO BE PREPARED FOR CLASS AND BE READY TO LEARN
Be in the right place at the right time
Bring all necessary equipment to class
Wear the correct uniform

4.

I CAN CHOOSE TO RESPECT PEOPLE, THE PROPERTY OF OTHERS AND THE COLLEGE
With my Words and Actions
Others Equipment and Belongs
College Resources and Facilities

Students who give the impression that they are NOT in agreement with the college Code of Conduct may have their
enrolment withdrawn.

